Hallott szöveg értése 1

You will hear a text. Read the candidate copy beforehand. You will have 1 minute for
that. Then listen to the text and make notes in English. You will hear the text twice.
After the first listening you will have 1 minute to write your answers, after the second
listening you will have 2 minutes to finalise them.
Copy your answers in English onto the answer sheet.

The following text is about how we can make flying more comfortable.

COMFORTABLE FLYING
Mr Kahn’s position at the institute:
0.

director

His books are about:
1.
After flights he feels:
2.
3.
He compares flying to:
4.
The amount of the air reused in the cabin:
5.
Two things his luggage always contains:
6.
7.
What you have to do to improve your circulation:
8.
The kind of food passengers should have on board:
9.
What we should avoid doing when we arrive:
10.

Hallott szöveg értése 2

You will hear a text. Read the candidate copy beforehand. You will have 2 minutes
for that, then listen to the text and choose the correct answer. You will hear the text
twice.
After the first listening you will have 1 minute to choose the correct answer, after the
second listening you will have 1 minute to finalise your answers.
Copy your answers onto the answer sheet.
The following text is about Hungarian stamps.

STAMPS
1

In Hungary collecting stamps started…
A in the 1850s
B in the 1880s
C during World War 1

2

This hobby was…
A very common
B not typical
C forbidden

3

During World War I the popularity of
stamp collecting…
A increased
B decreased
C remained the same

4

Who makes the artistic reproduction on
stamps?
A artists
B fine arts teachers
C photographers

5

For marketing purposes the Hungarian
Post Office issues…
A an annual list of collectors
B an almanac every 3 years
C a yearly brochure

6 The catalogue gives information about…
A stamps and their appearance
B their designers
C both
7 The Hungarian Post Office wants to involve
young people in…
A designing stamps
B collecting stamps
C making a kids’ magazine
8 How did they raise money for the Budapest
Zoo?
A through the donation of different
organisations
B by issuing half-priced stamps
C by organising an auction when a
stamp was issued
9 Selling stamps helped flood victims in…
A Germany
B Hungary
C the Czech Republic
10 The ’Hungarian wine producing areas’
series shows…
A the grapes of a certain region
B wine producing technologies
C wine cellars

